Assessment Committee Minutes
*December 11, 2013
JSC Conf Room 115
12:00 pm– 1:00 pm
*December 12, 2013
JSC Conf Room 115
3:00 pm– 4:00 pm
*Two meetings were held due to varying schedules of Committee members.
Present: Stacie Iken, Tanya Moses, Bruce Emmil, Lee Friese, Amy Helgeson, Ryan Caya, Amy Juhala,
Drake Carter, Annette Martel, Katherine Netzer, Scott Helphrey
Absent: Joan Mapel, Nita Wirtz, Tony Mwene Musumba, Kimberly Gutierrez, Joshua Kern, , Sean
Thorenson, Holly Burch, Liz Braunagel

Stacie handed out the preliminary “Institutional Learner Outcomes” (Draft in development phase)
Discussions occurred regarding staying with ACT guiding/overarching terminology. Another option is to
change focus to LEAP terminology. Consensus was reached to stay with the ACT format and infuse LEAP
terminology so active learning outcomes are reflected.
(Attachments included with minutes)
Comments regarding faculty needs/perception – “this is how it is and this is how to do it..”
Discussion occurred regarding how one set of outcomes could be used for each level of education.
Clarification that each level still has to meet minimum standards of demonstrating skills so the
programs/departments will be able to articulate how the outcome is met and where it addressed within
that respective program.
Certificate = “Skills sets appropriate to their program”
AAS – 15 General Ed. credits we expect this in addition…
AA/AS– all Gen Ed we expect this
Where do we learn these skills
Cert – only in special programs
AAS – includes Gen Ed so more options / areas to learn something
Individual programs not responsible for not meeting all ILO’s but as an institution we need to be able to
identify if overall we are lacking in an area we have identified within our mission and outcomes. If
students lacking in something on a larger scale or across programs, we need to make adjustments on
varying levels.

As the process moves forward, it will be important to share with campus (why decisions were made)

On the ILO draft, discussion occurred to revise active learning items. Progress was made in a few specific
outcomes.
Ideas and action words for “Awareness:
Respecting rights and responses of citizens in society
We may not be able to measure in each program.
Awareness = Attitude
Over‐arching
Needs to have program specific language
“Recognize” is overused → finding an alternate word.
Technical approach is not always the best for addressing every area
Technology meaning ???
What is our definition?
“Ethical” needs to be somewhere in the three groups: Awareness, Communication and Thought
Handout #2: Identifying campus Affinity for the LEAP Essential Learning Outcomes
The four starred items were agreed upon by Gen Ed State Reps and are items we need to make
sure are included in the outcomes. We can add more as we deem appropriate for BSC.
Stacie will add the revisions that have been discussed so far by the committee and send that out for
further input/revision. Committee members encouraged to provide input before next committee
meeting in order to move the process forward.

Minutes by: tm

